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are opposed to any other county di be the right kind, he will not overlook
until the matter of getvision in the Pecos Valley at this it.
ting the ditches tiled was settled.
time. I believe that the legislators
The Daily Record prints more ac
In his remarks, Mr. Bell made the
are of a disposition to give the peopie tual news than any other paper in
statement that since the work had
of the Pecos Valley whf they want, New Mexico with the exception of the
been contracted to be finished by Dec.
especially when It is a matter entire- Albuquerque papers. The manage15, and the ditch companies had not
ly within the Pecos Valley and not ment is determined to increase the cir
dried their ditch until Novnber, it
affecting in any way the other coun- culatlon of the paper by every legiwas evident they never intended to
ties of the Territory.- I don't believe timate means. One of the best ways,
tile them. Mr. White responded that
the present legislatu-rewilforce any in the opinion of the management is
if the ditch people had not intended
such change on the Pecos Valley is have the right kind of an agent in
to tile the ditch they would never
no.
when it is not desired. Artesia never every town in the Pecos Valley and
have paid out $2,300 as tSielr part of
BY"BPROMOTROSWELL
VISITED
special
new
agent
a
Slaughter
getting
any
right
kind
to the
of an
show of
MAN
CAUGHT BY did have
SENTENCED
the pay for the tiling. Mr.
C.
K.
LINE.
SHORT
making
ERS
OF
county.
to
DecemInducements
legislators
offered,
will
be
listened
snow
of
The
big
IN
MAL
PAIS
ENGLISH
the
DEPUTY
argued
DITCH MATTER TO A HEAD
that
used.
their appeal because, in fairness, they it worth his time and effort to boost
At this juncture Mr. Robinson made ber had kept water In the ditch long
,
wanted to hear both sides of the que- the Daily Record.
a speech declaring that the fight as er than they anticipated and that this
Address Business Manager, Record
stion. When they heard both sides
to the payment of the Hondo Com- was one thing they were not account
of the proposition, they were not long Office, Roswell and we will place our
pany was not germain to this meet- able for.
in making up their minds. And their proposition before you.
Smith Lea, as representative of Wil
ing and submitted the following moPLEASED WITH VAILEY
SPEAKERS SHOW FEELING tion, after admitting that the Hondo dy Lea, a ditch owner, stated In a TAKEN WITHOUT A EIGHT findings was in accordance with the
wishes of the great majority of the CITY AND
maner not to be doubted that he had
Company should be paid:
COMMITTEES TO MEET.
people affected.
"Resolved ; That it is the best judg paid his part of the money toward til
owners of the North
The
Gov
the
me
I
'You
think
good
how
believed
the
faith, and
ask
ment of the. Council that the Mayor ing In
Spring River Ditch, better
come
Council?
ernor
out
with
expressed
will
confidence
the
had.
others
He
of
appoint an executive committee
known as the
Well, I don't like to talk about that
In the council, saying he believed they
The Purpose of the Road is to Get the
Owners State That They Believe the three from the members of the coun- would do the fair thing in the matter Found Living in a Dugout With an just now. Talking would do no good
ditch, have apTrade of the Pecos Valley, and the
with
the
charged
City is Liable for Share of the Ex- cil, who shall be
pointed the following commitjoint meeting Old Man Who Was Innocent of the and the fight is not mine anyhow.
Line to Kansas City Is Only a
pense of Making the Tiling That are duty of looking after all matters con- After his remarks the
Futee to act with the City's comFact That He Was Sheltering a
up.
Mr. Cameron's bill,
think
don't
"I
broke
Dream
of the Future. El Paso Men
said
question,
ditch
with
the
nected
Said to be Useless, Although Agreemittee on the matter of setowners had left, gitive From Justice. Boykin Waa introduced in the council for the purditch
After
the
are
Interested.
spring
authority
the
until
body
hold
to
ment was only Verbal.
ting the question of paying for
Afraid His Sentence Would Be Af- pose of holding down the expenses of
1908 election, and being empowered the committee in charge of the mat
tiling ordered of and
firmed, and It Was.
the
sums
to
Council
the
stated
and
House
to
expressed
what
desire
hear
a
ter
to act with the approval of the coun
made by the Hondo Stone
pass
or
House
will
the
they
thought
in
either
the
councilmen
other
the
appear
may
steps
as
cil, taking such
Mfg. Co.: Dr. G. T. Veal, J.
Council. However, it will have a good
necessary for the best interests of the should do in the case.
H. P. Stevens, Z. T. White and R.
P. White and Charles De
In
legislature
equi
cause
will
the
effect. It
Mr. Klnslnger said: "Act with
people."
J. Owen, promoters of the proposed
will
This
committee
Freest.
ty, justice and discretion."
both departments to be more conser
The result of the meeting of the
Kansas City and Er Paso Short Line
Mr. Bell said that the contract be
meet tomorrow with the city's
W. F. English, of Elida, deputy vative. As I understand it, the Na
Mr. Whiteman said: "Abandon the
City Council with the ditch owners tween the ditch people and the Hon
railroad, arrived in the city this mor
composed
Will
of
committee,
county,
came
a
in
Congress
Roosevelt
appropriated
sheriff
of
tional
has
a new one.'
ning, joining A. Oourchesne, another
last night was. that the matter was do Stone Company wes nothing to the old contract and make
Robinson, G. L. Wyllys and
Mr. Johnson said: "From what has on the automobile this morning, hav sum sufficient to take care of all the
pronioter
who came in yesterday. Acconsiderably narrowed down, and was city. He said it was "up to" the two
W. E. Wisely.
was ing in his custody A. M. (Dos) Boy- - extra employees In both houses of the
companying them was H. D. Slater,
brought partially to a head by the parties to the contract for that. He been said tonight, the mistake
people. It
New Mexico legislature and this will
editor and principal owner of the El
council putting its side of the case said that the ditch company had vio- all the fault of the ditch
kin, whom he captured in the Mai
be enough to satisfy all concerned. In
Paso Herald. The party has traveled
entirely in the hands of a committee lated its contract with the city by fail Is not our fault that the tiling is not Pais, forty miles southwest of
might
that
to
add
this,
I
addition
It is their mistake."
COUNT MARTINI DELEGATE
over one of the proposed routes of
Boykln, it will be rememberof three. The body however, did not ing to have the tiling done within the satisfactory.
Mr. Bell said: "If the committee ed, was under sentence of 12 years there is much talk of cutting down
TO ESPERANTO CONGRESS. the road and will return home by
go bo far as to make this committee's time set and by falling to select an
people have vio
of county officials in the Tersalaries
teacher another. They have spent two nights
Count
L.
killing
for
his
penitentiary,
final decision absolute, for Its report engineer who would properly advise finds that the ditch
the
ritory, but no bill has been introduced of languages at the New Mexico Mili and a day In Carlsbad,
their contract with the city, the In
attending
brother-in-laStoltz, formerly
Henry
or action must be referred to the coun them as to what course to pursue In lated
to accomplish that end, up to the time tary Institute, has received word of meetings with the business men there
city should not lose a cent because of
being
held
doing the work. In this manner, he
was
in
cil as a whole for confirmation.
Roswell,
of
and
their mistakes. Under any new con- the Roosevelt county jail at Portales, I left the capital.
his appointment as a delegate to the to talk over the proposed railroad.
The meeting was called to order by claimed, the ditch people had forfeit tract
bill has been in World's Congress of Esperantists, They
'An
they may make the city should pending an appeal to
Mayor Stockard. All members were ed their rights in the contract. With
supreme
traversed the Pecos Valley and
the
present except Messrs. Burns, Church that, he seconded the motion to pass not pay a cent of the expenses of court, when he escaped about three troduced by Bernard Ruppe, in the which will be held in Cambridge, Eng came to Roswell to see the resources
tiling or repairing the ditches. Fur
House. I found that the sentiment land, in the month of August. The of the country and to talk with its
and Jump. The ditch owners were the Robinson resolution. By suspen
weeks ago.
gambling and In favor of this appointment comes from the Esperpaid
against
city
out
has
thou
the
thermore,
men and citizens.
represented by about a tioren of their sion of the rules, the resolution was
Deputy English was put on the
among the legisla- anto Society of America, of which business
the ditches case two
ago by Sheriff Joe bill is very strong surprised
Editor Slater was spokesman for
leading members. A. L. W. Nilsson adopted by the unanimous vote of sands of dollars bridging
weeks
se-to
provides
not
be
when the territorial law
that Lang, of Roosevelt county. He decid tors. I will
Count Martini is a member. As many the party, and to a Record reporter
was present, representing the Hondo those present.
pass.
companies shjould do it.
readers know, Esperanto is the new this afternoon said:
Boykin had taken hU the bill
since
Mayor Stockard appointed Messrs the ditch
Stone Mfg. Co., in its claim in the
ed
that
enough In this
Pecos Valley's representatives language which it is hoped may be
city
donated
The
The
has
"We have ridden through the farm
of
to
act
Wiseley
Wyllys
at
matter.
the time
and
Robinson,
and, if for horse from Portales
In the legislature, Mr. Cameron in the made universal for commercial com- ing country east of Roswell and have
By the reading of contracts and the on this committee and suggested that manner to tile the ditches companies his escape, he was probably trying
Hudspeth and Mr. munications and other international seen the development down the val
no other reason, the ditch
to reach Old Mexico. He came to Council and Mr.
hearing of different statements as to the ditch people appoint a committee should
expense now."
House are getting, along purposes. It is composed of words ley, and we are simply astounded at
the
Mullins
the
all
in
bear
Roswell, went to Torrance over the
the acts that had been taken toward to act with It jointly.
nicely in their legislative work, and in varying forms common to nearly
Mr. Wiseley, a member of the com
the tiling of the
Considerable feeling was worked mittee .then suggested that an offer auto route and began to search the are making many frieads in Santa Fe all languages, Latin which runs thru the extent and value of the Improving
that has been done. We are surprisditch, the status of the case was brot up in the discussion. Messrs. White made by Joseph Carper at Sons as a country around Carrlzozo. A few They seem to be well liked amon
languages, except ed beyond measure at the beauty and
before the council. It was shown that Slaughter and Veal, of the ditch com settlement of this question be read. days ago, while out in a buggy with their colleagues, and it ' is well they nearly all Europeanlarge
constitutent wealth of Roswell and surrounding
a
the city had entered into contract with pany, stated that while It was ' the This offer was to drill enough wells John Adams, of Carrizoteo, he stum may, for they certainly average up Russian, newbeing
being country. We see here a busy little ci
tongue.
words
The
of
the
onto
man.
bled
his
the two ditch companies interested ditch people who entered into the con below the city to furnish as much wa
with the rest when it comes to already familiar to educated
well
people
ty with three times the cement side
The two men in the buggy found intelligence and bearing. ,
in this ditch, by which the city is to tract with the Hondo Company, it was ter for the ditch, below the city, as the
who know their own language, the walks of El Paso itself. To say thai
Boykin
driving
man
pay half the expense of tiling tho in reality both the city and ditch-owold
an
with
down
right of the company calls for above
"None of the governors' recommen
facility in the use we are pleased with what we have
ditch and to keep the tiling in repair ers who were a party to it, for it has the city, for $2,800. The offer of the the road and leading other horses. dations have come up yet, as the leg acquirement of very
largely a study seen puts it too mildly.
of Esperanto is
They did not recognize Boykin at a
This contract was made Jan. 19, 1906. been understood, verbally that the Carper firm Is as follows:
islature has no time for anything ex- of its grammar, which is the only re"Our route to Carlsbad, as we have
The ditch companies entered into con ditch company would 'make the con To the Hon. Mayor and Council of distance, but when the two suddenly cept the district attorney bill."
scientific grammar any scholar just made the trip, covered about 180
tract with the Hondo Stone Mfg. Co tract because it was thought that they the City of Roswell, N. M. and to disappeared, the officers decided to With these remarks Col. Ballard ally ever
produced. There are no ex miles. A railroad over that route
has
Investigate. They found that the oH
to make the tiling and lay it in the could drive a better bargain with the
owners of the
closed his interview. While Charley ceptions to its rules.
the
gone
would cover the distance In alout 155
companion
man
Hondo
days
in
20
and
had
the
his
ditches. Within
tile makers than the city, a public
Ditch In Chaves Co., N. M.
is not much of a talker, he sees about
Count Martini will attend the con or 160 miles. It would reach an ele
Company began making the tile, as corporation. Mr. Slaughter said that
were
a
to
cleft
under
the
and
rocks
you
I hereby submit to
Gentlemen:
much as the next one and a better vention, as he had already planned vation of 5,000 feet twice on that
in a dugout. The old man came out as
the contract with the city stated that while the ditch owners were honor
following proposition:
posted man on the affairs of the Ter a three months' summer trip through road, once In
the
the pass through the
lowered
with
cocked
Winchester,
but
owners
would have the ditch bound and legally bound to pay the
the ditch
I will drill a sufficient number of
ritory does not live in the Pecos Val England, France and his old home Huerco mountains and once in the
tiled by May 15, 1906. Afterwards it Hondo Company for its work, the city artesian wells any where on the right his gun when he found the visitors ley. He stands well with the powers Italy.
pass through the Guadalupe mount-ainwas seen that the tiling of the ditch was honor bound and bound by the of way of the above named ditch at meant no harm. He told the search
territory and altho
over
the
be
that
The proposition as an engineerman
was named John
FACULTY
could not possibly be done that verbal understanding to refund its any point between the East bank of ers the other
he had a hopeless case when he rep TO COMMISSION
ing feat is an easy one. The old route
INSTITUTE.
spring, so the ditch company was giv part of the expense. He said that the Hondo river and the east line of son. But he knew no better at that resented
MILITARY
OF
this district in the council,
known as the Hagerman route, which
Special to the Daily Record.
en until December 1, 1906. to have the for this reason the city should go the City limits of the City of Roswell time. Adams and English separated being alone in that branch and with
strikes the Pecos Valley at Lake ArSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 31.
work completed. The time for com- ahead and help pay for the tiling and N. M., to furnish Eight cubic feet of and came upon the dugout from op out much moral support in the House
thur, will be considered of course, but
Mr. Cameron introduced a bill
pleting the work expired with none own them in partnership with the water per second, (or as much water posite sides. They saw Boykin at the he accompMshed much good for this
that point will not be as advantagtime and both threw down their
in the Council this morning
of the tile in the ditch. The engineers
as said ditch owners are entitled to same
eous for the present purpose of the
guns upon him. He surrendered with part of the Territory during the time
commissioning
reported that it was not possible to
providing
for
under their appropriation) and case out even pulling his gun. He was well he was at Santa Fe as its representa
road as one further down. While the
faculty
of
lay the big tiling ordered by the ditch
the
the
of
members
said wells in a good workman like
tive.
road to Kansas City Is the ultimate
Military
armed.
owners and made by the Hondo Stone
Institute
New
Mexico
Twenty-eight
manner for the sum of
purpose, the present one is to make
says
Boykin
was
of
fear
that
as
Company in the ditch, as it would in
at
his
the
officers
that
Roswell
Hundred Dollars, money to be paid the supreme court would affirm his WOMAN'S CLUB STUDIES
good,
close connections between EI
alleys.
sewers.,
streets,
New
Mexi
Guard
National
of
with
terfere
when the wells are completed and the
FRENCH LITERATURE
Paso and the Pecos Valley. In other
compenaware
Record
sentence.
are
co
serve
to
etc. Thia was not discovered until
readers
without
quantity of water is supplied.
There was a large attendance at
words, El Paso wants to become a
that this action was taken. Boykin's
practically all the tiling bad been
sation.
Roswell, N. M Jan. 26, 1907.
Woman's Club yesterday after
the
distributing point for the Pecos Valescape
possible
through
was
made
bill in
a
Beach
introduced
made. By the contract made between
Do you ever stop to think
JOSEPH CARPER & SONS. outside help. He is now in the Chaves noon, for It was announced that Mrs
ley and compete with the Santa Fe
afteryesterday
house
the
your
life
d
the Hondo Stone Company and the
of
that
was to be the leader
Hagerman
J.
J.
railroad for the business here. Thus
memno
county
providing
jail
to
be
noon
Company
and
taken
will
Por
owners,
that
Hondo
the
Ditch
is spent in bed, then why
It was argued that since the ditch
and conduct the study of French lit
it will be beneficial to both.
any legislative
was paid half of the contract price of
to
ber
elected
sleep on a shoddy and unis said to lose 42 per cent of its) flow tales tomorrow morning.
erature. Mrs. Hagerman did not dis"What the promoters of thia Toad
assembly of New Mexico shall
the work as the tiling were completed
comfortable bed when you
in passing through Roswell, the arte
charge
of
appoint.
the
took
She
entire
want
just now is the support of the
accept
celefrom
or
the
receive
us
In this way the Hondo Company has
can buy from
the
JOB PRINTER WANTED.
sian well scheme would be a gain of
day and without any assistance talk
people of the Pecos Valley in getting
n
government any appointment
received 12,300. About that amount
brated and
42 per cent for the owners and there First-clas- s
Job Printer Wanted ed of this interesting topic, telling of
the preliminary work done for the
to a Territorial, district or
Legpitt & Piatt
is still owing the company.
fore should be desirable for them. at
of
the
from
writings
the
time
Office.
Record
French
the
proposed road. El Paso business men
Territory
office
in
proposition
the
is
other
The burden of the
But Dr. Klnslnger reported that some
formation of the French language to
are willing to put $5,000 In the propduring the term for which he
Ho. I Bsfl
For 15.00
that the Hondo Company has done
of the ditch owners would not even WHAT
BALLARD SAW
the close of the reign of Louis XIV.
osition of seeing if the road is feasa major percentage of Its work and
has been elected.
listen to a well proposition; that he
FE, It was one of the best of many in
IN
OLD
SANTA
ible. If the plan shows up well, they
In
tiling
the
bill in the
a
Holt
introduced
stands ready to lay the
had tried them. With these facts and
NO. 3 Bel Spill
For 14.00
The bill to take the appointment of teresting talks given before this bowill put $200,000 in the preliminary
house yesterday afternoon proditch. The time in which it was to
figures, the matter was put in the
district attorneys from the hands of dy by Mrs. Hagerman and showed a
work. The rest of the money will
viding that any Territorial offbare completed the contract has ex
hands of the special committee.
These are the beet Springs
n
governor
othe;
subject
grasp
eclipsing
is
and
the
the
all
wonderful
of
come
easily from the East. Carlsbad
inattempt
to
pired and it has not been allowed to
icial who shall
Before adjournment
the council questions in Santa Fe., and especially complete mastery of the Interesting
on the market, and vara the
will raise from $20,000 to $50,000. The
legisany
vote
finish its .work. Thia company wants
of
fluence
the
profollowing
only Springs guaranteed to
passed the
resolution,
In the legislative circles, say, says Col details. The address was well correl
people there have taken much Interlator by appointment to any
Its payment for its work. All parties
posed by Mr. Robinson, doing so by
give satisfaction or your
Cbas.
L. Ballard, who returned yester ated, so that the listeners received
est in the new road. If the people in
Territorial office to secure his
concerned admit that the Hondo Com
money refunded.
suspension of the rules:
day from a week's stay in the terri the subject matter In a comprehen
the other parts of the valley show an
with
vote
in
the
pany should be paid what It has boa
accordance
you
passage
we
offer
the
Then
"Resolved; That after the
was
Percy
capital.
Mrs.
state
Evans
made
He
form.
this
equal interest. It will no doubt be
sive
torial
offsuch
way
Territorial
of
wishes
esuy e&rnea ana uisi h is m no
following High Grade Matof this resolution, no salary shall be ment to a reporter fer the Record to- the hostess for the day.
built. It is quite possible that the
icer, or who in any other manto blame for whatever mistake has
tresses.
paid any city employee until he shall day
continuing
on
line
and
this
of
thot
will be run the length of the Peroad
attempts
influence
the
ner
to
been made.. The trouble Is. who shall
have made good any injury to city said: "The fight on the district attor
cos Valley, taking In both Roswell
DISTRIBUTION OF CARS
pay the remainder of the money due
members of the legislature
Coiion Felt -property through his fault, or so long ney
bill is a fight on the governor.
and Carlsbad as well as Intermediate
CAUSES A LAW SUIT.
shall be deemed guilty of an
the Hondo Company, the eity or the
as there shall remain unexecuted any
fight
to
Governor
show
points, if it be promoted successfulis
a
that
It
30.
O.,
the
legisThat
Cincinnati,
attempt
Jan.
to
such
owners
bribe
nave
ditch
ditch owners? The
order Issued to him by the Mayor, the Hagerman is not the whole power In
Osiermoor. Coiion Fell $15.00
ly.' The visitors will leave on torecent order of the Ohio Railroad
lator.
paid tie (2,300 already turned over
council, or any of the proper com
night's train for El Paso. They are
Territory of New Mexico and con- Commission regarding the general din
the
to the Hondo Company. Their
mittees, thereof."
deeply
spending
are
sequently
sides
inter
both
this afternoon meeting the
S14.00
cars,
whether
freight
fell
pay
all
of
tribution
the
MsoLuOtioii
is that the city should
o
:
outcome. Every othtr the property of the railroads or not,
business men and are getting an idea
in
the
ested
rest, pending a decision as to the
NEW YORK COFFEE CO'S question is being forced to the rear was illegal and unconstitutional, is A PROTEST AGAINST
of the feeling here on the subject of
best way out of the tiling proposition.
Fell
SI2.00
Coil
COUNTY DIVISION a new railroad.
while this one is up for discussion. the contention of the Massillon Coal
contracts,
FATIOUS COFFEE
documents,
When all the
Elk, N. M., Jan. 29. 1907.
As I see it, the outcome wHl be that Mining Company in a suit filed in
etc., bad been read at last night's mee
A tax ON TRIAL FOR MURDER
Editor Roswell Record:
SU5
MJoiioa Fell BREAKFAST BELL a compromise will be effected and the Federal Court today. The Wheel payers
'ting the ditch people were Invited to
.
forwarded
petition
OF HIS
been
has
legislature
to
will
down
settle
then
the
party
fs
&
railroad
ing
a
Erie
Lake
give their views on the matter. Mes
AT
We always have on hand a
Assembly
31.
Y.,
from
N.
Riverhead,
Interest
Legislative
37th
Jan.
to
the
good.
probably
much
work
do
and
to the suit, because its lines and
srs. Hodges, Slaughter and White re
full line of cheaper Springs
Sol oman Luna, probably the strongest cars are those to which the order was this precinct (No. 7) protesting ag- in the trial of Dr. James W. Simp-- '
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
sponded in the vein above described.
and Mattresses and would
man in the Territory, has arrived, and directed in bo far as it affected the ainst any legislation that would seg son, accused of murdering hi fath
Then the comcUmea took up their
pleased to show you our
be
regate this precinct from Chaves
Bart ley Horner, Is at a high
as he is a
and a strong Massillon Coal Mining Co.
Illinois.
in
Earthquake
aide of the proposition, raising the
line at any time.'
county. The boomers of the proposed pitch, because of the fact that the
one,
will
a
no
bring
about
doubt
he
from
Dispatches
31.
Louis,
Jan.
St.
question as to whether the city la re
of the accusArtesia county failed to secure bo wife and mother-in-laAGENTS WANTED TO SELL
Highland 'and Greenville, Illinois, re compromise."
sponsible for the mistake in ordering
Speaking of other topics of interest
AND BOOST DAILY RECORD. much as a single signature to their ed man are expected to take the witport severe earthquake shocks last
tiling that could not be used. It was
Colonel Ballard said:
The Record wants a live, energetic petition in this precinct. We ae ness stand today and tell the story
night
contended that the city was to bear
counagent
county
any
to every town In the Pecos Val unanimous here against new county of the tragedy. Dr. Simpson's only
or
"Chaves
other
Us part of the expense after the tiling
of
Harry Lenox has sold, his residence ty in the Pecos Valley will not be ley, to have charge In his town of the schemes that would change the boun relative to come to him In his time
'
la laid and when the tiled ditch la a
Bowcounty.
Mrs.
sister,
hia
reason
been
need
correspon
The
has
this
dary
of
lines
advertising
majori
by
legislature.
circulation,
and
divided
A
this
property
E.
on South Main street to
reality. The city attorney gave this
A. Fiimegan, for $1,500, and expects ty of .members of both houses have dence of the paper. This Is an oppor- is obvious to every taxpayer. Argu man, of Virginia. She has been at
as his interpretation of the contract
LEADERS
THE
his side constantly while the trial
to leave next month for bis ranch told me that they are opposed to the tunity not to be overlooked by the ment is .unnecessary.
sad he e&id- iuEher that It was up to
N
has been In progress.
TlXiLOTSON.
12
man,
young
THOS.
ha
1
proposed
C
county
right
new
and
klad
county.
Artesia
and
of
of
In eastern
Paso
the ditch people tp- show why they

had not fulfilled their part of the contract in the specified time.
Parker Earle asked the question.
Why not lay the tiling In the ditch
and overcome the small difficulties In
the way. He said that he was informed there were only three sewers to
pass through the tiling. He declared
that it was the services of the engineers that had caused the trouble and
gotten the parties Jn the "bad fix."
He said he was not willing to concede
COUNCIL PARTIALLY BRINGS THE the point that the tiling could not be
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been the theme of song and story and

the butt- - or; comic- papersre She gets
-
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.

Typewriter
Supplies

Christmas rememberaiices from- - grateful subscribers one day in the year,
ami "cussings" Che other 364. In the
City smr Is a machine1. ; Under the all
seeing eye of the chief operator she
pulls plugs, makes connections, snaps
"busy now" or queries "waiting?"
just as a machine might dp. But in
the country she chews gum and trims
her bangs and looks out of the window all she wants to. She is a repository of family secrets. She ds 'nexjt
to all the neighborhood gossip and
has everybody in the community at
her mercy.
It is astonishing how the telephone
really annihilates distance. Out in
Kansas a couple of ingenious farmers
have been doing some tinkering, and
now are able to talk to each other ove
er the top strand of a
fence
that connects their two farms. A
lawyer in an Illinois town called up
the house of a client ten miles in
the country and asked is Mr. Jones
there?" He was told that the man
he wanted was on the way to town.
Just then a voice broke in. on the
wire and said: "Mr. Jones just went
by my house and he will soon pass
Mr. Blank's down the road.
Shall
I have her call him for you?"
And
In a few minutes, Jones, only three
miles away was helloing from Mrs.
Blank's
While waiting at the exchange for
a call in Louisville one day I told the
long distance operator a new joke
which I had heard at the theater the
night before. 'That's pret.tey good,
I must tell Will" she said. Will was
in New Orleans at the Crescent City
toll board. A busy farmer in Indiana
was accused of a small misdemeanor.
The nearest justice of the Peace called him over the telephone. "Guilty or
not guilty?" was asked. "I guess i'm
guilty" was the response. "All right,
then, I fine you five dollars. Bring it
to me the next time you come to
town." Thus the majesty of the law
took its. way over the talking wire.
The telephone is no respecter of
persons.
We say "hello" to chums
or strangers or servants or dignitaries
of the highest rank. And the tinkling of the little bell is an insistent
summons that none can deny. We
call the busy man or lordly official
over the telephone and get him with
out a minute's delay, when that same

W. C. Held.
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All advertising Is wasted unless well and Artesia; but we also give
yon can deliver the goods and collect due credit to former Mayor J. P. HIu-klGeorge L. Wyllys and other memthe money.
bers of the oity council, the preachAgitation Is the deadliest foe o ers and the father of Governor
Hag-erma-

most complete line just

received.

Everythirg used

by Stenographers. VVe are
in a position to sell at the
very lowest prices having
bought a large quantity.

Pa ton Drug, Book

&

Stationery Co.

that Is one purpose

atagnation-Tn- d

of live newspapers.

A Missouri newspaper says that
were Solomon alive today, 4ie coul-not aspire to the Senate. Why not?
Smoot still holds a seat.

organized a
Albuquerque has
"Boosters Club," one of whose objects
Is to Increase the population of tha
city to 60.000 by 1912.

It is Impossible to determine which
the Santa Pe New Mexican hates the
worst, the state of Texas or the attorney general of New Mexico.

Politics is politics, of course, and
the rules of the game seem to permit
a man with delegated power Irom the
people to use that power to vent hi3
personal spites or to promote his personal gain so long as the gain is not
in the shape of cash. Under the rules
perhaps the members of the Bursum
gang at Santa Fe are acting as fairly
as could be expected. But there is a
new umpire in the executive chair,
and the bleachers as well as the
grand stand last fall voted for a revision of the rules.
The other day the chaplain of the

It having been suggested that a Colorado senate, in his opening

new national anthem Is needed, the
approves.
Louisville Courier-Journand adds: "How about 'Turn the Ras
cals Outr- al

In reply to urgent inquiries of
Albuquerque Journal, the Record
say that It doesn't know why
Bursum burnt the books. Ask
Santa Fe New Mexican.
Now that It is proposed to cut
a slice of Bernalillo county, the

the
will
Mr.

tha
off
Pe-

invo-

cation, said: "We thank Thee that
we are alive this morning, that we
are sober and out of jail. The New
York World remarks that perhaps the
criminal laws of Colorado are defective, and the Topeka Herald suggests
that it may have been due to the
fact that the saloons were closed the
night before. The New Mexico legis
lature prepares in advance for keeping out of jail by taking '.he power
of appointing district attorneys away
from the Governor.

cos Valley may count on tie support
"The Territorial tax levy might be
of another councilman and two rep
resentatives against county division, reduced a couple of mills this year.
and it can be done if the legislature
Largely through toe efforts of the will eliminate graft from territorial
Pecos Valley teachers, the educational affairs. Such items as $2,061.37 for
Interests of the Territory will receive the printing of 500 copies of the Govmore
more attention than usual at th ernor's message in Spanish,
present session of the Legislative As than $5.30 a copy, and $1,250 for
printing 2,000 copies of the school
sembly.
laws, which might have been printed
Most of the real estate transfers at a fraction of the amount charged.
recorded recently In Ro3well repre and reports of the Territorial officers
sent purchases by home people, indi at $12.30 a page might be very mate
rially reduced to the great advantage
cating the confidence of Pecos Vall-speople n the quality of the goods of the Territory. Santa Fe Eagle.
offered to homeseekers. It is a safe
UP AGAINST IT.
investment.
Albuquerque Advertiser (Dem.)
The Organic Act provides that all
The New Mexican remarks that
the message of Governor Hagerman Territorial officials, acting for the
was lengthy, "and yet leaves many entire Territory, shall be appointed
things unsaid." Possibly he had nev by the Governor, and this little proer studied the "yellow dog" language vision is now standing as a protection
and was willing to let the New MptI to Mr. Hagerman. Without it he
would have no appointments to
can say the rest.
If Roewell aspires to become a con
vention city, now is her opportunity
to show what she can do in that line
by making a success of entertaining
the Texas Cattlemen's Association.
Our- whole future reputation as a con
vention city Is involved.
Senator Carter's attack on Secre

tary Hitchcock might better have
been made before the Secretary ten

dered bis resignation. The incident
Is not precisely parallel wth the fable
of the ass and the dead lion, however and developments may oe expected.
bill introduced
The
by Representative Ruppe of Bernalillo county is believed to meet the
views of the Governor and other people who want gambling actually suppressed In the Territory. Mr. Ruppe
was elected on the Independent ticket last fall and does not belong to
the old gang.
anti-gamblin- g

George Slaughter seems determined
to make a success of that cattlemen's
convention, even if he has to make
all the preparations himself. But he
will have plenty of assistance. People simply cannot resist such energy
and enthusiasm as that of Mr.
Slaughter, and are falling Into line
as boosters.

The Record regards tiie arrival of
S. Johnson from Oklahoma with nearcarload of fine poultry as an
ly

event of great importance to the
whole Peoos Valley. Mr. Johnson
will demonstrate that poultry farming
can be made a paying Industry In the
Valley, and others following his example, soon we shall cease buying
case eggs from Kansas at 35 cents
a dosen..

Members of the Woman's Club and
of various churches cake great interest la the benefit recital to be given tonight by Miss Eva Nelson, assisted toy some of the best musicians
of the city. Besides being an event
worthy of patronage simply on its
merits, we understand that the proceeds will be used to pay the expenses
of a further course In conservatory
for Miss Nelson.
Notwithstanding the New Mexican's
many years' opposition to licensed
gambling; Roswell Daily Record and
the Artesia Advocate will claim the
'first victory. Results are what count
Gambling has been abolished 1b Ros-,

make.

der existence possible, may be reck
of
oned the universal beneficience
gras3. Exaggerated by tropical heats
and vapors to the gigantic cane con
gested with its saccharine secretion
or dwarfed by polar solitude, embrac
ing between these extremes the maize
with its resolute pennons, the rice
plant of southern swamps, the wheat
rye, barley, oats, and other cereals
no less than the humbler verdure of
the hillside, pasture, and prairie in
the temperate zone, grass is the most
widely distributed of all vegetable beings and Is at once the type of our
life and the emblem of mortality. Lying in the sunshine among the butter
cups and he dandelions of May, scarce
ly higher in intelligence than the mi
nute tenants of the mimic wilderness
our earliest recollections of th-- grass
and when the fitful fever is ended and
the foolish wrangle of the market and
the forum is closed, grass heals ov
er the scar which our descent has
made into the bosom of the earth
and the carpet of the infant be
comes the blanket of the dead.
Grass is the forgiveness of nature
her constant benediction. Fields tram
pled with battle, saturated with the
blood, torn with the ruts of cannon
grown green again with grass and
carnage is forgotten. Streets aban
doned with traffic become grass grown
like rural lanes and obliterated. Forests decay, harvests perish, flowers
vanish, but grass is immortal.
Bel
eaguered by the sullen hosts of winter, it withdraws into the impregnable
fortress of its subterranean vitality
and emerges upon the first solicitation
Sown by the winds, by
of spring.
wandering birds, propagated by the
subtle horticulture of the elements,
which are its ministers and servants,
it softens the rude outline of the
world. Its" tenacious fibres hold the
earth in its place, and prevent its solu
ble components from washing into
the wasting sea. It invades the solitudes of the deserts, climbs the inaccessible slopes and forbidding pinna
cles of mountains, modifies climate
and determines the history, character
and destiny of the nations. Unobtrusive and patient. It has immortal vi
gor and aggression. Banished
from
thoroughfare and the field it bides its
time to return, and when vigilence is
relaxed or the dynasty has perished,
it silently resumes the throne from
which it has been expelled but. which
it never abdicates. It bears no blaz
onry of bloom to charm the senses
with fragrance or splendor, but its
homely hue is more enchanting than
the lily or the rose. It yields no fruit
in earth or air, and yet should it har
vest fail for a single year famine
would depopulate the world.
s

This provision will undoubtedly apply to the office of public printer, and
if the recommendation of the Governor for the abolishment of the office
is not acted upon, he will be r.ble to
name a man of his own choice.
It has been suggested that the
Council will refuse to confirm. This
is probably true, but will not. affect
the final disposition of the office, as
the Governor will wait until the legislature adjourns and make what is
called a recess appointment.
So far as the Territorial offices are
concerned,
being those of auditor,
treasurer, coal oil inspector, 'ravel- THE TELEPHONE IN AMERICA.
ing auditor, game warden and che va
rious boards of n.snagemont for th Instrument has Revolutionized Com
mercial, ludustrial and Social
different Territorial institution.!, the
Affairs in This Country.
appears
to
Governor
have them safe
(By Frederic J. Kaskin.)
When America's clock stops, AmeINGALL'S EULOGY ON GRASS.
rica goes to the telephone and asks
From Texas Stockman and Farmer.
The following tribute to grass, "Central" what time it is. When Am
written by the late Senator Iugalls of erica is ill, America goes to the tele
many
Kansas, although published
phone and asks the doctor what to
times, will bear much repetition. It do about it. When America
has unex
may well rank as one of our choicest pected company to
dinner,
America
literary gems:
goes to the telephone and implores
Majeptlc, fruitful. wondrous; plan. the grocer to come to
the rescue, and
The corn triumphant, th.it with the when America is lonely America goes
proaid of man hath made victorious
to the telephone and visits with the
cession .across the turf ted plain, and neighbors.
Some enterprising statisexcellaid foundation for the social
made
tician
has
the calculation that
lence that is. and is to be. This glo- there are enough telephone wires in
rious plant, transmuted by the alche the United States to loop the earth
my of God, sustains the warrior in
and the moon in a skein of twenty
battle, the poet in song and strength- strands and make a net big enough to
ens everywhere the thousand arms catch a comet in.
that work the purposes of life.
When the telephone was first in
Next in importance to the divine pro vented it was considered that city
light
fusion of water,
and air, those people would be the first to benefit by
three great physical facts which ren- - facilities
but country dwellers do
things with it that city residents know
not of. In New York it costs a dime
and requires sev
CANDY to talk over thetowire,
SCHRAFFTS
get a connection.
eral minutes
From

BOSTON
We have just received a
shipment of the celebrated
SCHRAFFTS CANDY,
this candy is made in Boston
Town, and is the finest candy
on the market
Don't
take our word for it. but try
some and be convinced.
to-da-

y.

Kipling's
Candy Store- -

There, as in other large cities, the
phone is used mainly for business pur
poses, or to make engagements. In
the country it costs as little ap a dol
lar a month to have a telephone with
unlimited service, and bo it has come
to pass that the "party Hne" is in
deed an institution. When Caleb rings
up Mehitabel in the northern part of
the county to talk over the quilting
bee of next week, they are both uncom
mon wary as to the nature of their
remarks. In the full knowledge that
the entire Jenkins family of five Is lis
tening to every word they are saying.
Aside from its practical use, the
most notable production of the telephone era In America to the "hello
girl" at the central office.' She has

barb-wir-

We know

S2

Q

that our

line of buggies, surreys, park
is the most complete
and
line that has ever leen shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and inviteyou tr come and examine

Dr. T. E. Presley

wagons and

SPECIALIST.

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m . Office: Oklahoma Block

'them.

We

think we can suit the most exacting

IN STYLE AND PRICE
R.

E

LUND

Specialty nining Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
The Pioneer of Fair Prices.

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Oklahoma Block.
Office Phone 237.

Res. Phone

Pecos Valley Lumber Co

422

200 South
Violets

and Carnations
At

175.

ne

The largest and most
stock of LUMHEH,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da- te

ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

Main--Pho-

Wholesale & Retail.

184.

Estimates

HAY AND
GRAIN

GROCERIES

Furnished.

E. B. STONE

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.
number of persons are invited to talk.
This means more operators end more
wires and more expense in taking
care of them. This calls to mind an
unusual complaint that was sent into
the Chicago office not long since. A
new subscriber indignantly reported

I

For Sale Cheap
800 Large Wethers. 2300 Yearling Lamds. 3000
Bred Ewes.
3000 Merino Ewes, good, $5.00 per head. 1NOO
Lambs and Wethers, good, $3.50 per head.
240 acres Deeded land artesian well .f 35 per acre.
40 acres of land with water and camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 56 bucks, 2000 welliers,, 2C00 young
ewes all young.
Ten acres. 200 bearing apple trees. 20 young
trees. Artesian well and tank.
Good G room house, with out buildings. Price .f3S
within city limits..

that there was something the matter
"Why," said she,
with the 'phone.
"I have had the thing here a week
and the bell hasn't rung once." "Probusy man or lordly official might re- bably no one has called you up" was
fuse to be talked with at all if the suggested.
"Oh I hadn't thought of
call were made in person. Curiosity that," she replied.
plays a large part in the game. When
the bell rings it is human nature to
No one seems to be able to forecast
want to know what it is about. Prob- the possibilities of the telephone.
ably the only individuals who may
Fairbanks, when a sen
oe said to be exempt from such inquis ator, was
a warm advocate of an arRiveness are the box office men at the rangement by which special delivery
theaters, and the ticket sellers at rail letters, properly designated, should
way stations.
be opened by the postmaster and read
over the telephone to the addresse.
The telephone is an American in One of the most startling developveation, and its development is tiie ments is an arrangement which will
result of American ingenuity. Despite give a man an opportunity to sit in
the fact that it is now barely thirty his home Sunday morning and hear
Enquire J, B. Bailey's Office.
years old, it is thoroughly fastened has favorite preacher expound the
upon our daily life. Alexander Gra gospel. Such a contrivance was hintjam Bell, its inventor, is still a famil ed at in Bellamy's "Looking Backiar figure on the streets of Washing ward." A trial of this idea was given
ton. He began working on the idea in the National House of Reprsenta-tivein 1874. He completed the invention
recently, and members in comPhone No. 35
Get Our Estimates on Bills
in 1875, patented it the next year,' mittee rooms all over the Capitol
and in 1877 it was put into practical heard plainly what was going on in
commercial use. After making the the House, the debates being takes
original machine Mr. Bell then busied in an innocent looking disk on Speakhimself with scientific research in er Cannon's desk.
other directions, and left to other inAn effort is being made to bring the
ventors the task of bringing the idea phonograph into conjunction with the
up to its present state of perfection.
telephone.
As an instance of what
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
A half million dollars are now in- may result from this combination, the
vested in this revolutionary invention country doctor may say nto his talkThere are nearly 3,000,000 names in ing machine: "Have gone out to
the telephone directories of the United Bill Smith's. Will return at eleven
States. Each man, woman and child o'clock. Leave your name and address
in the country averages nearly a hun and what is wanted." Every person
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at nil times.
dred talks a year over the telephone. who calls up the number will be ansCome and inspect our stock.
Enormous returns have been realized wered by the phonograph, which is
from triflling investments made years not liable to lapses of memory with
ago when the idea was in an experi- which office boys are afflicted. When
mental stage. Franchises which were the doctor returns he can turn on the
freely given away then by generous other phonograph, the receiving one,
city fathers to men looked upon as and it will tell him who called
up
dreamers, are now worth millions of while he was away, and what they
dollars.
Of late the competition be wanted.
And there will be no mis
tween the Bell, or "trust" companies
takes. If his caller stuttered or sneez
and what Is known as the "indepen ed or swore gently under his breath
dent" concerns, has racked and torn a faithful reproduction of all that .hap
cities and rural communities every pened will be on the record.
where from the Atlantic to the Pa
The automatic telephone which is
cific.
being successfully used in many plac
Telephones have turned some old es does away with the "hello girl"
theories of business
For and substitutes a delicately arranged
instance, it has been the rule of com electrical contrivance which makes
merce that the larger the business the the connection in response to a move
cheape- - the proportionate cost of op- ment made on the dial by the party
eration. Not so with the telephone. desiring to talk. While this device
The greater number of instruments can't gossip, and will take all the proattached to an exchange the greater fanity coming its way without venturing to "sass back", it can't tell you
the time or where the fire is.
Hotels now have telephones in ev
ery room, and in some of the more
modern ones there is an Instrument
in the elevator which may be used
when the lift is In motion as well as
when standing still. Another appli
ance has been perfected which will
enable a traveler on a train going at
high speed to talk over the telephone
to his friends in their homes. This
303 NORTH HAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
is accomplished by making a circuit
through a jet of water thrown from
Want every EYE to look at our the
engine against a wire st etched
stock of the latest and most su- along the track. Experiments are beperb collection of
ing made in wireless telephony, and
already a conversation has been held
ATTORNEY-AT-LAat a distance of eleven miles by the
SPECIALIST
means of wireless telephone apparaSpecial
attention given to
INTESTINES AND
tus. Persist efforts are being made STOnACH
Corporation,
Insurant,
WOMEN.
OF
DISEASES
to improve the long distance service.
Irrigation and BankruptIn Boston not long ago a couple of OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.
cy law. Federal practice
men stationed at tables in the same
a specialty
room, carried on a conversation over
Ftrsi Rati Bonk. Roswen, Hew leztco
Over
way
to make
The best and safest
a circuit wire a thousand miles long
Philadelphia Press.
money is to Invest in Teal estate." We
The Confectioner.
Figure with B. F. Smith when yoo have some of the best bargains in Cedar Brook, fonnerly "W. H.
309 N. Main. Oklahoma Block want
69tX
boggy painting. "Phone 171. 7tf the Valley. See ua. Carlton ft Bell.
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DRY
FARMING
READ BEPAPER
INTERESTING
FORE RECENT CONVENTION.

THE ARID

WEST

of the Best Crops to
Regions and
Plant in
How to Produce Plants Capable of
Resisting a Great Degree of Drought

A Discussion

Semi-Ari-

d

The following paper was read by
Robert Gauss before the Dry Farming
Convention held last week In Denver,
and was exceptionally well received,
and for its value to farmers in New
Mexico the Record publishes it: i
Confronted with the problem of agriculture in the arid region without irrigation we are compelled to recog
nize climatic conditions. The climate
of the region in question has not
changed. It is as subject as of old to
years of reduced as well as those of
excessive moisture, and hence if we
would solve the problem of what is
called "dry farming" we must employ
methods not considered requisite in
regions of abundant rainfall.
Says Von Moltke's Methods
Apply Today Farming.
The central idea of Von Moltke's
strategy was expressed in his maxim:
"March, divided, strike united." Advancing to meet the Austrian's Jn the
war of 1866. he sent the forces of Prussia forward In three separate columns on different roads, bringing them
together a few days later on the field
where the victory which established
the supremacy of Prussia was won.
So we have three lines of action along
which we may march until they unite
at last in a complete victory over the
adverse forces of our climate. The
first of these is scientific tillage by
which moisture falling in the form of
rain or snow may be retained in the
soil until the production of a crop.
This is what is known as the Campbell system, and there is no question
that to it we must chiefly look for immediate, results and tie speedy reclamation of the plain region east
ver. The second Is the introduction
of drought resistant plants from foreign countries where they have been
grown with success.
This introduction of foreign plants is what scientists call naturalization, and along
that particular line the department of
agriculture has done muci excellent
work. To what extent the species or
varieties found by the department are
fully adapted to the climate of the
arid region seems not to be fully determined, although no doubt exists
that many of great value have been
discovered. .It will be observed that
naturalization or the introduction of
plants from foreign countries does not
Involve any constitutional change in
the plants themselves. Being more
or less drought resistant ra the countries from which, they are obtained,
it is justly taken for granted that they
will be equally drought resistant here
This brings me to the third line of
Action, which involves what scientists
tall acclimatization. The aim and pur
lose of this method is so to change
tr. constitution of a plant that it will
be fully adapted to the new climate.
By this means the range of orange
culture in Italy was advanced many
miles toward the north in the course
of a few years.
It is a little over twenty years since
I first suggested in the editorial columns of the Denver Republican that
fcy a process of careful seed selection
valuable species could be so changed
in their constitution that they would
thrive on the arid plans of this state.
In other words, tiie idea was one of
acclimatization from humid to arid
conditions.
The practicability of ac
cllmatlzation from a warm to a cool
climate bad long before been demonstrated but when I began to advocate
my theory, it was a very doubtful problem whether the nature of plants
could be so changed that they would
thrive with a scant amount' of moisfor this diffture. There was reaa
erence, for, theoretically, it may be
looked upon as easier to adapt the cot
ton plant, for instance to the corn
belt of Iowa, than to the dry lands of
the southern ' part of New Mexico or
the extreme western part of Texas.
However, I am now convinced that the
range of cotton can be greatly extended In both directions named.
8eed Selection and Plant Breeding
of-De-n

Bring Success.

My method is
"

were (dli to exbect a plant to achieve
as great a growth with a scant supply of moisture a lt would were all
the conditions of soil, and moisture
and temperature favorable. Fortunate
ly what may be called the law of adaptation to the adverse may be invok
ed. It was clearly presented a au ru
ber of years ago by Prof. Geddes, the
eminent Scotch naturalist. Briefly, it
may be Btated to be tie law by which
plant sacrifices its vegetative in favor
of its reproductive functions. I believe a tendency under adverse conditions to sacrifice everything else in
favor of reproduction is more or less
true of all species with this corollary, that where the other functions are
for any reason highly developed, it is
likely to be, relatively speaking, at
the sacrifice of the reproductive. An
illustration of the latter supposition
is seen in the case of wheat, where
a very heavy growth of straw is usu
ally accompanied by a disappointing
yield of grain. It would seem that
the reproductive responds less promptly to favorable and yields less readi
ly to unfavorable conditions.
So
when a wheat plant attempts to adapt
itself to a scant supply of moisture,
it sacrifices first the straw, since the
grain or seed contains the reproductive power of the species.
This may be largely mere theory;
but in the course of the experiments
which I personally began in the spring
of 1896, and have continued ever since
I have noticed a tendency of this
kind, and it is crraracteristic of my
wheat that is possesses relatively
large heads. In this connection, I
may remark ithat comparisons' Ibetween the relative yields of straw and
grain in different varieties of wheat
grown under the same physical condi
Uons are of little value as a test of
this theory. To secure an adequate
test, plants of the same variety should
be grown in the one case under highly favorable and in the other under
extremely
unfavorable conditions.
Since the grain is the more valuable
part of a cereal, the sacrifice of straw
may be borne with equanimity by the
farmer, provided the yield of grain is
quantities
maintained in profitable
per acre. It will bear repetition that,
not only is this sacrifice unobjectionable, but furthermore It is unavoidable. With a very small quantity of
available moisture no cereal could pro
duce at the same time a great abundance of stem and leaf on the one
hand and of grain on the other. La
obedience to the law by which reproduction is favorable, the plant sacrifices its straw, and thus the production of a profitable quantity of grain
is made practicable.
Experience Teaches That
Variations Neutralize.
The principle involved in seed se
lection for the purpose of taking advantage of favorable variations is so
simple, that at first one may think
the problem one of marching on a
direct line to an easy victory. But
experience shows that variations tend
to neutralize one another. The comparative stability of species in a natural state shows that some such process must be at work, for otherwise
such a multiplicity of varieties would
be developed in the course of a few
generations of plant life that distinction by what are called species would
cease to be practicable. Instability
rather than stability would be everywhere
manifest. Variations do not
proceed on a straight line toward a
definite goal. We may in one year select a plant because of a favorable variation in the right direction, only to
find that in the next year it varies
back to the old condition, aud thus
the ground supposed to have been
gained is lost. One is, therefore forc
ed to accept in part the conclusions
of DeVries, the eminent Dutch botan
ist, and acknowledge that one must
look for sudden and more or less unaccountable departures from the standard, if in a short period of years
one would find radical changes In the
constitution of plants. To this class
belong what are commonly
called
sports. Thus wonderful things may
be accomplished in some cases in a
very short time, whereas in others,
years may elapse and but little progress be made. In the case of my own
wheat, two varieties have been developed, one of which appeared the first
time in percisely the manner Just indicated. It Is so different from the
other that it would sugest that the
seed had become mixed were it not
that In the course of my experiments
tiie grain has been handled with extreme care, and were it not for the
more important fact that this new
kind exhibits a tendency 10 return
to the old standard. It remains a fact,
however, that there is some importance to be attached to the slow pro-'
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the old one "of seed

selection and plant breeding' which
baa been followed by botanists ' and
plant growers for years. I aim to take
advantage of whatever variations in
the direction of greater capacity to
resist drought may be disclosed and
to select seed from these plants which
exhibit this capacity in the most mark
ed degree. It should be observed that
this process Is one of adaptation' to
adverse conditions, and that hence it
involves a sacrifice of some 'kiad. It

tilled, leverages .Is principally deriv
cess of gradual' change for the chang- by Prof. Ten Eyck. Each year Mr,
ed from Indian corn, rye, barley, and
ed character of plants grown under Gauss has made his seed selections
molassas. : Alcohol is also produced
a new environment' is clearly enough looking toward the seeding of wheat
for drinking purposes from fermented
revealed in the course of years; but for the plains, that has good drouth
fruit juices, sucj as the juice of apthe process Is slow and selection resisting qualities.
ples, grapes, peaches, etc. In the pro"This past 'season tie writer seedalong those lines is by no means bo
duction of alcoholic beverages a care
ed some of this wheat, in May, on the
simple as it may at first seem.
acres of
ful selection of the materials Is re
Another important matter to be con vers driest seed- bed "which he hasp
"water-righquired in order "that the "desired char fine, land with ditch
t
.sidered is the fact that not all the ever used. It was sown broadcast,
acter of drink may be secured. For
plants growing in a desert region are and seed covered with a spike toothed
four-roocottage one
instance, in the production of rum, and good
desert plants. Botanists recognize harrow. The seeding wa.k done on an
the molasses derived from the manu mile from court house to trade
certain species as distinctly desert experimental plat located on the C.
plants because of the provision which F. & I. grounds, five miles southwest THE BEST. FARM PRODUCTS FROM facture of sugar from sugar cane is
WHICH TO MAKE IT. the principal raw material. In the for small residence property ia
nature has made ra their structure, of Pueblo, Colorado; This wheat mafermentation of molasses a particular town.
or in other ways to resist drought. tured when barley and oats, seeded
product is formed which by distillaSpecies of this kind are as much at at the same time, in the same seed
tion gives the alcohol compound poshome in an arid country as plants bed, perished from lack of moisture."
sessing the aroma and flavor of rum.
indigenous to a humid region are at
To Property Owners:
In the making of brandy, only sound
home there. An extreme type of this
We have several cash customers FROM ORCHARD
REFUSE wine can be used as the raw material R.
McCUNE,
Agent.
class is seen in the cactus. But there
and this sound wine," when subjected
are many species of annuals growing for good residence property, vacant
to distillation, gives a product contain
on the plains and in other parts of residence lots, and vacant business
ing the same kind of alcohol as is
the arid region which are known to property. If you have anything you
found in rum, but associated with the
range all over the'eastern part of the want to sell, call at our office and
United States. In nearly every parti give us a description of your prop- Information Culled From a Govern products of fermentation which give
cular plants of this kind growing in erty. Our past record is proof that ment Report on Denatured Alcohol, to the distillate a character entirely sugar, the usual amount being about
distinct and separate from that of
the arid region are the same in struc we can sell it.
Its Composition,
Manufacture and rum. Again, when barley malt or a twenty per cent. Fruit juices are oot
CARLTON &. BELL.
ture of leaf, stem and other parts as
Uses.' Can Be Made From Various mixture of barley malt and rye is pro usually employed 'in any country lor
Opposite Postoffice.
those growing near the Atlantic
making industrial alcohol, because of
Farm Products.
o
perly mashed, fermented, and subject their very much greater value for th9
coast. Species of this kind have sug EXPERT TO MAKE FULL
v
ed to distillation, a product is obtain producing of beverages. In as much,
gested to some botanists that a desert
INVESTIGATION OF OIL FIELD
ed which, when properly concentrated however, as the orchards in this coun
environment exerts little direct influ- From El Paso Herald.
and aged, become potable malt or rye try often produce enormous quantience in the development of species,
28.
M.,
A
N.
Carlsbad,
Jan.
carload
whisk,y.
In a similar manner, if In- - ties of fruits which can find no marto
kind
of
the
referred
since annuals
The term "Industrial Alcohol" is us- iian corn and barley malt are prop kets,
in of machinery has been received here
have, eventually, been growing
the utilization of the common ored for brevity, and also because it dif erly mashed, with a small portion of chard fruits for making industrial aldesert regions for centuries. These consigned to Dr. C. F. Z. Caracristi.
rye,
mash fermented and subject cohol would certainly be better than
gentlemen make the mistake of not
The machinery consists of a com- ferentiates sharply between alcohol ed .tothedistillation,
and the distillate
recognizing that plants of the kind
plete coreboring outfit, steel derrick, used for beverages or for medicine properly prepared and aged, the pro allowing them to go to waste. More
in question do not belong to desert
over, the refuse which arises in the
purposduct is known as bourbon whisky. preparation of fruit for the market by
species at all. They are humid region 40 H. P. gasoline engine, casing, drills and alcohol used for technical
es
in the arts. Inasmuch as alcohol Thus, every kind of alcoholic beverage evaporation, canning, or
plants, and they grow in desert places cables, etc., and is to be used by 'Dr.
other wise is
soley by reason of the fact that they Caracristi in carrying on the work of is the chief active ingredieitt in a ets its real character, taste, and ar rich in sugar and might be very provery
great
many
are
beverages
which
oma,
which
from
alcohol
not
the
it perly used for making alcohol for In
are able to take advantage of the further exploiting the sulphur fields
rainy season when, temporarily, the of the Toyah Basin and some of the extensively used thruout the United contains but from the products of fer dustrial purposes.
climate is humid and not arid. The territory of New Mexico which the States, and as the alcohol in these mentation which are obtained at the
FOR SALE.
total life of such plants is embraced geologist's clients "have purchased to beverages, with Che exception of that same time the alcohol is made and
each year within the period of abun the extent of 20,000 to 25,000 acres, in wines and ciders, is subject to in- which are carried over with the alco
ternal revenue tax( it is of the great- hol at the time of distillation.
dant rain.
Some Choice Residence Lots Cheap
and which, according to Dr. Caracristi est importance to
the revenues of the Agricultural Sources of Industrial
We must secure something better published reports contain immense de
as Dirt.
alcohol for
that tax-fre- e
Alcohol.
than this, if we would have a variety posits of sulphur. One of the purpos- Governmentpurposes
An eight room, house, 6 lots, nice
unfit
be
rendered
industrial
of species of wheat which would be es to which this machinery will be
The nature of Alcohol having been
trees, good sidewalks, close in
as much at home as sage brush and put will be to determine the submerg- for drinking, either directly or by ad- briefly described, the next point to be shade
conveniently
bodies.
and
located. Good artemixture
with
other
cactus in the arid region. We may ed mineral strata for artesian water
is that of the greatest prac
The process of rendering alcohol considered
$5,500.
well,
sian
produce a variety which in a large and oil. The outfit will be operated
tical importance to the farmer, name
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
percentage of the years will thrive with a process known as the steel unsuitable for drinking is called "de- ly, the agricultural products from
essentially,
in
naturing,"
consists,
and
just as the little annuals of which I shot method.
is
It
to
be
which
southeast
alcohol
made.
front, sidewalk. A good bar
the
adding to the alcohol a substance solu
have been speaking thrive, and yet
pointed
The outfit will probably be used by able therein
already
out
been
has
that
gain
$2,200.
at
of a bad taste or odor, he
it may not be acclimatized to arid others in making exploitations in the
chief alcohol yielding material
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
conditions. I think we may say with oil fields north and west of Carlsbad, or both, of an intensity which would produced in farm crops is starch; the
impossible
impracticable
or
it
render
unimproved
land, Railroad and 2nd
confidence that to this latter kind and around the Seven rivers field,
second important material is sugar,
Street
Two blocks from court
front.
most of the durums belong, and I am which is considered by the oil men lo- to use the mixture as a drink.
t
important
and
raw
the third
The substance should be of a Char
not prepared to claim any more as cated here as one of the most promis$1,000 cash, balance on easy
house.
woody
cellulose,
or
fiber.
material
is
yet for my own wheat. But I have ing in the territory. A similar lot of acter which renders it difficult of be The quantity of alcohol produced from terms at low interest.
from the alco
a strong hope, and I think it wall machinery was shipped from Bloom-ingto- ing entirely removed
so small .as to be of no im
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
process
any
hol
of distilla cellulose is
by
usual
founded, that I shall ultimately de
portance
last November and was expec- tion. It is well known
at
the present time.
ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
many
In
that
velop a variety which will be so ad- ted to arrive here by the end of that
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
Starch Producing Plants.
apted to arid conditions that it will month, but owing to Its being smash cases of depraved taste, and whereThe principal starch producing acres yielded a net hcorae last year,
produce stalk and leaf and later ma- ed up In a wreck it was delayed in the alcohol habit has obtained com- plants are the cereals, the potato, and 1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
f the railroad company being! plete mastery, no kind of denaturing cassava. With the potato may be town, spendid location.
ture its grain or seed as easily and arriving,
as naturally as other varieties do in compelled to replace the outfit de- will picvcui ttll uuiuiiuuaic IV. t 11U V'J classed, tho' not botanically related
A good 1G0 acres of Hondo water
from utilizing alcohol
the central part of the Mississippi val- stroyed with a new one, 'hence the de- such a habit purposes.
thereto, the sweet potato and the yam right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa.
liquid
Any
drinking
for
ley. One of the varieties into which lay in arrival.
alcohol, no matter how bit Among the cereals rice has the larg good house, land fenced. Valued at
my wheat has branched exhibits noThe outfit is portable and will be containing
repugnant
ter
its taste may be or est percentage of starch and oats the $37.50 per acre.
or
tably more pronounced desert quali- transported to the scene of operation
CARLTON & BELL.
and no matter from smallest. The potato, as grown for
odor,
bad
how
its
ties than the other, and I have no by teams. The development of the
the table, has an average content of 303 N. Main street.
doubt that still more marked charac- plans of Dr. Caracristi and his clients what source derived, will be drunk, about fifteen per cent starch. When
teristics of the kind desired will man- who are popularly believed to be con- even with the knowledge that the ma- a potato is grown specially for the CATTLEMEN'S CONVENTION
liest themselves in course of time. nected closely with the Gould inter- terial added to it is of a poisonous production of alcohol it contains a
HERE ON APRIL 16TH.
That the problem can be successfully ests, neans a great deal to th'.s coun- character. The number of such unfor large quantity, or nearly twenty per
The
convention
of the Texas Cat
solved I have hardly a shadow of try not only from a distinctly local tunates, however, in the country is ex cent. Cassava contain a larger per
will be held in
tlemen's
Association
doubt, and that thus ultimately the view but to a large scope of country tremely limited, and no material inter centage of starch than the potato, va
Govrevenues
with
ference
of
the
on
the
so that the
April
Rosweil
16th,
greater part of the arid region will in Texas as well, and in considering
rying from 20 to 30 per cent.
making
preparations
time
for
for
be reclaimed to profitable, agriculture the possibility of the construction of ernment can be reasonably anticipated
Sugar Producting Plants.
persons will
is, I believe, true.
the El Paso, Carlsbad & Kansas City from the fact that such
reception is not long. It is un
their
even the most completely denaFruits. Nearly all fruit juices are
v
Briefly to state what I am doing, I Short Line, in connection witih the drink
rich in sugar, varying in contents derstood that in the neighborhood of
alcohols.
tured
copdevelopments
oil,
sulphur,
in
differand
seven
am experimenting with
Industrial alcohol, therefore, is a from 5 to 30 per cent. The sugar 1,500 persons will attend this con
ent kinds of wheat besides the two per and possibly iron and coal, which product which Is the joint work of the in fruits is composed of both cane vention from
the outside, hence
varieties into which my own has de- are believed to exist In commercial farmer and the manufacturer. The sugar and its invert products ("derooms
boarding
accommodations
and
proposed
quantities
territory
in
the
veloped making nine in all. I began
function of the farmer consists in the xtrose and levulose), in some fruits,
these experiments in the spring of to be traversed by the projected rail- production of the raw materials from principally the latter. Of the common will be at a premium. Rosweil, how
ever, will be able to comfortably care
1896, starting with seed of the kind road, the future of Carlsbad looms up
which the alcohol is to be made. The fruits the grape yields the largest for all who come.
shown as improved fife which I ob- brightly on the horizon.
The normal
manufacturer takes these raw mater- percentage of sugar.
It has been suggested to the Rec
tained from the agricultural college
converts
alcohol. grape used for wine making contains ord that it call attention to one gHd
ials
them
into
and
Rent.
For
in Fort Collins. Since I have added
Farm near Roswell. 44 acres in al This is done under the supervision from sixteen to thirty per cent of method of advertising the convention.
the seven other varieties just mention
and control of the Bureau of Internal
That is to have an advertisement called, and also oats, rye and two species falfa, 12 acres in good bearing orch Revenue
of the Treasury Department
to
55
more
60
acres
cultivain
ard,
ing attention to the date, etc., printed
of barley, one being a stock feeding
Thus, in point of fact, three different
on the backs of all business envelopes
and the other a malting kind. I am tion. Ditch water. House and farming agents of activity are interested in
Rents for part of crop.
sent out from Roswell from now unalso experimenting with sugar beets implements.
the production of industrial alcohol
til
the time of the meeting. The idea
with potatoes, with Indian corn, field See CARLTON & BELL.
the farmer, the distiller, and the inis a good one, and has been used here
peas and Turkestan alfalfa. With all
official".
revenue
Brook, formerly W. H. Mc-69- ternal
and elsewhere for years with great
these, except the potatoes, I nave Br-Cedar
- yer.
Substances used for Denaturing
Oriental.
success. Everybody should boost evmet with a fairly good measure of
Alcohol
ery
effort towards entertaining our
a
success. Through the kindness of
The number of substances which
coming guests.
There will also be
friend I recently procured a collection
have been mixt with alcohol to denasome financial obligations to be met,
F. C. NELMS, - Manager
of grains of the different colored valarge,
extremely
that
is
ture
and
it
and we understand that two men
rieties of corn which the Moqui Inparticular denaturing agent should be
from each of the three banks of Ros
-- TWO SHOWS DAILY- dians have grown for hundreds ot
selected which is best adapted to tie
well will iave charge of the collecyears in the dry regions of the Southspecial use to which the denatured
tions and expenditures. This will aswest, and I am hoping that with it
subalcohol is to be put. Among the
sure all business men that their consomething of value may be accomplish
stances which have been proposed are
tributions will be judiciously handled.
ed. I am confident that it would have
Program
the following:
o
to be an exceptionally dry year to
For
Gum shellac (with or without the
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
prevent either the rye of the stock
addition of camphor, turpentine, wood
1. Overture
feeding barley which I have developMiss Beck Wins Prize at College.
spirit,
etc.), colophonium, copal resin,
crops
Terrible Kids.
2.
ed from producing profitable
Miss Estes Beck, daughter of Mr.
Manila gum, comphor, turpentine, acePads.
Foot
and
Fakir
me
3.
occurs
irrigation.
to
without
It
ether,
ethylic
Mrs. Fred J. Beck, of rliis city,
and
ether,
tic
acid
acetic
Song.
To
Over
My
Yoa
Come
"Won't
4.
right here to remark that my experihad
the
methyl alcohol (wood alcoho' ) , pyri-dihonor of winning first prize
'ioiist.
ments are conducted entirely without
as a writer of short stories 'n Cotter
acetone.methyl acetate, methyl
Dog
Smugglers.
5.
farming
dry
irrigation. It has been
College, ' Nevada,
Mo., this winter.
violet, methylene blue, anilin blue, eo-si.6. Son. "Since Father Went to Work.'
from the beginning, and I have never
was
in the litcontest
The
conducted
fluorescein, naphthalene, castor
7. Honor Satisfied.
yet had a total failure from drought.
erary
department
school.
of
Miss
the
oil, benzin, carbolic acid, caustic soda,
8. Dislocation.
Confident that he is Working on the
Beck's story was a romance of forty
musk, animal oils, etc.
; 9.? Overture.
pages. All the students have asked
Right Lines.
The materials and the quantities
10. Exit March.
for copies, so well was it received.
which are employed depend upon the
I would hdve it distinctly understood
purposes for which the denatured alThis young writer is said by her inthat I do not claim to have achieved
structors to have much talent and has
results as yet of any great or special
cohol is to be used. There are many
ADMISSION
promise of unusual success.
value. I am still at work, and I have
technical Vses of alcohol, however, in
' oe
only
pure
can
alcohol
demonstrated to my own satisfaction
which
the
in its varied and artistic colors,
P. V. 4. N. E. TIME TABLE.
employed, and it is a question to be
that I am working on the right lines.
designs and decorations, make
(Railroad Time.)
decided by the Bureau of Internal Rev
Most emphatically, I do not claim for
wedding gifts which are highly
Northbound, arrive
10:10 a. m.
; No Reserved Seats
my wheat that it will do better in a
enue whether such use of pure alcoNorthbound, depart,
10:25 a.m.
prized and always appropriate. The
hol can be permitted under the existwet season than other varieties, and
Southbound, arrive.
4: SO p.m.
as a matter of fact I do not believe it
special monogram work in gold will
ing law. The materials which are to
Complete Change of
......
p.m.
fiouth
bound,
depart,
6:00
quantities
denaturing,
used
be
will. A comparative test has not been
for
the
the
bride.
be particularly pleasing to
M. D. BURNS. Agent.
Program
made in a dry season. But I think
thereof to be employed, and the wareo
H has notable drought resistant quail
house in which denaturing can take
160 acre farm, finely improved, loplace are fully described in the rules
ties, which I hope will be greatly stre
cated in central Oklahoma, to trade
ngthenedy and improved by further
of this beautiful art work and we
and ' regulations established by the
for ' property in or near RoswelL
breeding. Concerning what I have ac
Commissioner of Internal Revenue for
shall be glad to have you come in
What save you got T Carlton & Bell,
complished, I can do" no better than
carrying into effect tne provisions oi
- t
and see it. Beautiful
opposite
postoffice.
"
the law.
close this paper with the following
booklets for distribution
1 , Sources of Portable Alcohol.
quotation from an' essay by Prof. Olin
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
The raw materials from which alcoi
of Fort Collins, dated October, 1005,
hol is made consists of those crops
:
on "The Thorough Tillage System for
For 8ale.
TWO
grown upon the farm which contain
h
the Plains of Colorado.'
Special bargain: Five acres
sugar, starch, gum, and cellulose
mile from court bouse, good
"For more than ten years Mr. Robwoody-fib- er)
capable of being ea&ily-- j
house, alfalfa, water right, ti
ert Gauss, of Denver, has been growconvert! into a fermentable sugar.
CARLTON tt BELL.
ing a certain type of wheat, under
Alconoi as such is not used as a bevdrouth conditions with results that
'
erage. 'The alocbol occurring to 'dis
Nine year old RJppy. Oriental.
Jewelers.1 - are ta accord with statements made
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' George Diefenbach left this morn- LEVEE THREATENS TO
ing en his return to bis home 1 KanBREAK ABOVE MEMPHIS.
Illustrated soags Majestic tonight kakee, M. He came in recently With
Memphis," Tenn-- , Jaj- - 31. --A report
a car ot stock and household .goods from Hollibush, ' 15 miles north of
for Will Welrauoh, who has . located Memphis, states ." that the levee at
go,
Let that old tedious shorthand
In RoawelL
that point apears to be sinking, and
and take aristography at the W. P.
grave apprehension. Is felt. Should a
8312
B. College.
Learn Aristography at the Vf. P. crevasse occur there ' nearly every
College. It beats shorthand. Can he railroad on the west side of the river
Master. Ely Nelson and Master Bill learned in
the time aad It
Netaon Hudglns will sing at the Re- Is easily read. No guess work at all. will suffer materially. A steady rain
fell here throughout the early mom
Thurscital at the Christian church
Highest speed attained to date is lng, and the levee engineers say that
t3
day aigbt.
'
83t2 the structures may be weakened,; The
402wpjjd per mlnuteT"
gage at Memphis today ' register
Rev. Edwin E. Pavls'BWly-ln-prbvinLadies Home Mission Society river
ed
39
"at the North Spring-' - River of The
feet. A dispatch from Helena,
the f,, E- - Church,, South, will hold
Sanitarium and will return to' ' his itg "regular-- meeting tomorrow after- Arkansas,' says that the fled situation
The,
family Saturdays;,
'V"'1
noon at 3:00 o'clock at the Parson- there is beginning to be" serious.
'
water
foot
elevators
of
a
stand
in
age.'
The tea to have been given at
Mrs. .Leila McFaddin left this mornand
Helena protection levee
ing on her return to Texarkana. She Mrs. Minter's has been indefinitely has given away, flooding the entire
postponed.
was here four months .visiting .with
northern section of the city. Hund
"
Mrs. B. H. Geldert.
reds of people have moved to the
ELEVENTH JUROR SE- - .
southern portion of the town.
CURED IN THAW TRIAL.
If youf"eanhot secure admission to
The towns of Glendale, Trotter's
the Business College, take the Home
New York, Jan. 31. A conference Point "and Eagle, across the river
Study Course. It is almost' perfect. which may have a serious effect on
from Helena, are all under water.
Call and investigate.
the Thaw case is now being held be Many workmen are engaged in streng
Mrs. Fred Janes, of Evansvilie, tween Justice Fitzgerald, District At- thening the levees at various points.
Wis., who has been spending several torney Jerome and counsel for the
Thrown From a Wagon.
George T. Davis, who lives east of
months in Roswell, went to "Artesia defense. It Is said that two more ju
fown, was thrown from his spring wa
last night to see the town.
rors may be excused.
When the seventh day's proceedings gon at the corner of Fourth and Main
V. A. ..Wilson returned this mora
the Thaw trial opened, it was ex streets at 11:15 this morning. Altho
ing I from Artesia, where he finished in
pected that the one juror necessary he was able to walk about, it is fear
up the work of inspecting the artes- to complete
the twelve would be se ed that he Is seriously hurt internal
ian wells of Eddy county.
cured before luncheon. A new panel ly, as he has severe !" .pains lrf!"t'(ji
of 100 talesmen appeared this mdrfM breast. He was driving east on Fourth
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Spiker, of Bush
when theX tongue pulled out of his
nell,' 111., returned this morning from terday, ;so
was plenty of mate wagon. .The vehicle turned sharply,
Here
a rieit at, Artesia. .They are making rial available for the selection' of the throwing him out. The horses were
an extended stay in' Roswell.
last juror. The defendant appeared captured a block farther down the
especially
confident that, today would street.
R. E. Richardson and A. W. Mont
beginning of hia trial
the
witness
gomery, prospectors from Rockport
evidently
had steeled himself foi ... Notice to Real Estate I,Dealers.
and
Ind., came up from points south this
Please take notice that have tak
the ordeal of the District Attorney's
morning, after a hunting trip.
of the en from the market my home place
arraignment.
The
.members
o
on McGaffey street, South Hill. J.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Creger, of East family were early In their seats.
S. Lenox.
It
was
Delay
opening
in
session
the
Peru, la., who have been here for
at
to
due
of
all the
the conference
two months, left last night on a sight
Valentines, all kinds, from
torneys with Justice Fitzgerald.
seeing trip down the Valley.
Don't fail to see
The result of the conference was 1c to $3.00.
Lon Cottingham returned last night made known as soon as the roll of them at the Racket Store.
tf
from Denver, where he attended the the new panel was called. District
Soldiers Not Guilty.
cattlemen's convention and has been Attorney Jerome announced that coun
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 31. The jury
visiting since the close of that gather- sel for the people and the defense
ing.
had decided to excuse from further in the case of Lieutenant Ralph W.
service on the jury Messrs. David S. Drury and Private John Dowd, U. S
The Shelby Hotel has establlshel Walker and Louis Haas. No cause Army, charged with the murder of
a bulletin board upon which the time was assigned for the action. Rumors William H. Cowley, citizen, today re
of arrival and departure of all trains that both would be excused had been turned a verdict of not guilty.
is posted for the convenience of the rife all morning, and there was litpublic.
Best to Plant Now.
tle surprise in the court room when
Now is the best time to plant
the decision of the attorneys was anJ. M. HoIli8ter, of Denver, and j. nounced. Thaw was visibly disap- trees, before the roots begin to
E. Hannum, of Albuquerque, are here pointed at the turn of affairs, though grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
looking after the establishment of a he had been apprised In advance of cheap.
distributing station of the Continen- the decision to release Messrs. WalkOld Indian River Rye. Oriental.
tal Oil Co.
er and Haas. It was practically at
Thaw's dictation that Walker was
Mrs. S. P. Harris came up from Ar- first accepted. Both of the released
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
tesia this morning to spend a few jurors seemed, taken by surprise at
(Local Report.)
weeks with the family of S. P. Hurt-le- the proceedings, and quickly left tho
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 31. Temperawhile teaching a class in machine court house.
ture. Max., 69; min., 34; mean, 52.
As the two Jurors left the court
embroidery.
Precipitation a trace; wind N., vehouse, Haas said he had nothing to locity 3 miles; partly cloudy.
o
Doud Patrick and J. H. Fox came say. Walker said that he never ha-- i
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
up from Dexter this morning to move dreamed of being excused. "It took
Fai tonight and Friday; cooler to
a well rig to a point east of Dexter me off my feet," he said. Mrs. Wm. night.
across the Pecos to put down a well Thaw and other, members of the pris-,
M. WRIGHT.
for H. J. Thode.
oner's family received the announceOfficial In Charge.
ment in "the same calm and philosophMrs. J. P. Church returned this ic manner which has marked their
morning from a short visit at Hager- attitude throughout the trial.
man, being accompanied
home by
Later, Oscar A. Pink, a grain sales- Robins' Commercial School
her sister, Mrs. Ella Davidson, who man 46 years old, was chosen as a
MOTTO:
came up to spend the day.
Juror. He Is the tenth man now in
BEST, BETTER than the
as
Good
the
R. L. Burns, of Brenham, Tex , wro the box.
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
Wilbur F. Steele, manufacturer of in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
was here selling a patent
advertising card, and sold in ' Roswell gas plants, 60 years old, was chosen
exclusively to the Pecos Valley Drug as a juror in the Thaw case early this
afternoon. He is the eleventh juror
Store, left last, night for Carlsbad.
now in the box.
The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Roswell Oil Co. to
Moved.
elect directors will be held in Room
The Sacramento Market will move
4 Texas Block,
Tuesday, February tonight to 107 N. Main street, (the
FOR SALE.
12, 1907, at 7:30 p. m. J. N. CHIP-LE- Pilant house)
where they will be
Land scrip. W. G.
Sec.
83tl2 open for business Feb. 1st. They will FOR SALE.
42tf
Skillman.
Do you wish to run a boarding be pleased to have all their old cuswell
new
tomers
as
and
as
ones
call
Woolver-toInquire
cow.
so,
A
house? If
apply at the
fresh
FOR SALE:
80tf
P. B. College, cor. 6th and Rich- see them. 107 N. Main, 'phone 425.
at 308 N. Penn. ave.
Or
ardson, or phone 242. Will sell or
patented
160
acres
SALE':
FOR
K. C. Dye Works.
lease. The college will furni3h boardHondo land, $16 per acre. See Tom
Will do your cleaning and press
ers.
83t2 ing, 123 West 2nd St.
74tf
82t6
Davenport.
Three or four miles
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
New program Majestic tonight, 10c FOR SALE:
open woven wire fence. Apply Oatf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
FOR SALE:
Three burner gasoline
range, $10.00; 20 black Minorca
EVERYONE
hens 75c each. C. V. Chiliress, the
HAS .SOMETHING
87t6
Water Man..
Nine year old Rlppy.
o

Oriental.

'

..
7

Spring Shape

.

IDEI O

.

STETSON

-

one-ha-

FEIB

lf

-

i--

'ELIOD

a

"

"""-ib...in

i

-

The kinds that stretch evenly over

.he-nort-

land, making a fence uniform in every respect.

.

"

;

Derby.
Hatjs Have Arrived

Selff-conformi-

ng

a man wears a Stetson he net have no fear-ocriticism. It has Style it is flexible and strong light
in weight and durable never loses its shape adjusts it- thor-nelf to any head-- is comfortable to the wearer-giv- es
'
otfgb; satiafaction. We have the STETSON SOFT AND
DERBY HATS in all the latest styles.
Whenever

f

I

JiOSWELLjN.M.

Best yet. Majestic tonight. lOcts.
r.

J. M. Carter, of Ponca City, O. T-- .
left
who has been here sight-seein- g
Nine year oM Rlppy. Oriental.
this morning for Hereford, Texas,
o
See new pictures t Majestic, lOcts
Mrs. T. J. Landmen left this morning for Quenemo, Kan., for a visit of
Change program tonight. Majestic. two or three weeks with relatives.
IOcU.
J. F. Herring, the land agent and
Jeweler,
has It locator at Dayton, was here yesterBoellner, the
S7tf
cheaper.
day on business at the land office.

ter today.

Tickets for the Recital oa Bale at
3t
P. V. Drug Co.
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
69tf
Oriental.
-

Helen Mitchell, of Hagerman, was

here visiting today.

Miss Oma Capara, of Fort Worth,
arrived last night from Amarillo to
take a position at the Shelby hotel.
Beginning
Monday, Jan. 28th, tuition fee for the Kindergarten at 106
S. Kentucky will be $3.00 per month.
80tf.
Mrs. S. E. Waskom and little daugh-

ter left last night for Big ' Springs,

W. S. Darlsson came np from

Hag-

erman this morning.

Tex., to spend a month with relatives

After the first of February the PeSteam Laundry will do
nothing but a strictly cash business.
73tl2.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shelby were here cos Valley

from Lake Arthur today.

'Walter Ray returned this morning
from a trip to Hagerman.
"Wm. "Wag hey

left this

Now is the time to get good Com,
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our
morning for line is complete. Roswell
Trading

his home In Channlng, Tex.

Co.

E. P. Robinson, of Dayton,
here on business yesterday.

was

Tickets 25 cts for the Recital at the
church, Thursday night,
Christian
Madolln Solo by Mrs. O. C. Nelson will
be on sale at the Pecos Valley
evening.
tomorrow
It Drug Co.
at the Recital
t3
o
A. T. Remer, of Alney. Kan, arrivNow is the time to get good corn,
ed this morning from the south.
oats, bran chops and hay, as our line
o
Dont fall to see our list of her- is complete. ROSWELL TRADING
oins In this Issue. Carlton & Bell. COMPANY.
-

J. A. Evans and W. H. Draahner, of
Hagerman, were In town today.
:

We need 100 pairs good second hand
Shoes. Highest price. Matin's. 84tf
'
Dr. Gbarles Thomas came np from
Arteala this morning to join his wife.

Special' price on Rakes, Hoes, Shovels, and all Garden Tools at Makin's.
84tf.
Cy Wangh returned from a trip to
Carlsbad and points sooth this morning.

Nathan Jaffa returned this morning
from a business trip to Hagerman and
Carlsbad.
Dr. jeorge A. Llpp and Dr. Marion

Imes went to Carlsbad last night to
Inspect catle.

If you hay right yoo can always
sell for a profit. Boy real estate from
Ben.
Carlton
Q. M. Cumbee, of Alabama, who has
been visiting bere, left this morning
tor Plsinview, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cook and

lit-

tle son returned this morning from a
'
trip down the valley.
.

.

R. V. Crowder, W. D, Crowd er and
J. H. Kingston, of Lake Arthur, were

in town today on business.

We have all kinds of bargains In
city property ot all kinds. See us bett Bell.
fore you
buyw-Cari- ton

Nine year old El py.

Oriental.

Them
Through
The
Columns
Recdrd

Poultry netting, galvanized before weaving,
in widths from 12 inches

up-

-f
ti

-

"X-ra-

ids.

Classified

n

TO SELL
OR

SOHETHING TO
TRADE
OR

HE WANTS
SOnETHING THAT
SOriE OTHER
.'

MAN MAY SELL
TO HIM.
IT MAY BE

REAL ESTATE
CHATTELS
HORSES
HOUSES
V
WHAT NOT- -

Results are the same
through The Record.

Quick and

Satisfactory

Exchanges

FOR SALE:
A few corn fed hogs.
Fed clean and kept "clean; also one
Cyphers incubator and two outdoor
brooders. Address or call at Leland
miles southeast of RosFarm, 2
82t3
well.
Top
buggy,
FOR SALE:
Studebak- er hack, also a full set of farming
implements from a hoe and seeder
to a plow and harrow-ridin- g
attachment too numerous to mention. Apply 204 W. Alameda.
82t3

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT:
20 acre farm, six room
house, artesian welL Terms reasonable. Apply 624 N. Main St. 84tS

WANTED.
First class Job printer wanted at
the Record office.
Place for mother and
WANTED:
son. Mother to do housework, son
sickly but can do the chores. C. B.
Haydert, Genl Delivery. '
84tl
VANTED TO RENT

r

:

Two

furnish-V- d

rooms for light housekeeping,
Jtafae price and apply at Paint Shop
t2
Pecos Valley Lumber Co.

lost;
'boy's black overcoat.
84t5
Return to-- Record office.., .

LOST:

little

itail

mm c

MISS EVA OTSLSOIV
--

I)Y- -

ASSISTED

Mesdames Hill and Thompson; Mr. Hinson Masters Ely
"Nelson and Bill Nelson Hudgins

Min ha, Mil, ft 3bL ll
At Eight

1.

o'clock p. m.

E lected

PlAXO DUET

2. Vocal

y

You Can
Find

The

Field and Lawn Fence.

.

Whatever
Your Wants

Of

garden.

in

.

-

N. J. Wlncheli was here from Dex-

26 to 58 inch

All widths from

.

Our Guarantee
Always Goes...

Cedar ' Brook, formerly W. H.
69tf
Oriental.

uneven

Mas. Hill, and Mrs. Thompson
Oerit Smith
a Her Rose
Lelin M. Hrnwnell
b Four Leaf Clover c China Tragedy Clayttm Thnmtts
---

---

Eva Nelsox
3.

Flute Solo

...

-

Snrcii

Geoimje Hixson

4. Vocal My Ain Folk
Eva Nelsox
5. Reading

Laura

O.

Lemon

Selevtrd

Mrs. F. McLeod
6. Violix

Alazurka

-

-

-

'

-

Carl

lt n

Eva Nelsox
7.

Mandolin Solo

-

Mrs.
8. Vocal

9. VOCAL

O.

SeltHcJ

0. Nelson

a A Necklace of Love b Little Irish Girl Eva Nelsox
-

-

-

-

-

lleriiuJiin lAthr
-

-

-

Selected

Masters Ely Nelsox axd Bill Nelsox IIudcins

Admission 25 cents

8:00 o'clock

l
essee, has purchased from Ihe
FIRE CAUSED BY
GASOLINE EXPLOSION
Realty Company, of WinchesChicago, Jan. 31. The car barns ter, Ky., 52,000 acres of coal and timof the Union Traction Company on
lands in Breathitt, Kn'tt and
Clark street, between the Sherman ber
place and Dewey Court, today were Perry counties at a cost of one milldamaged by fire to the extent of more ion dollars. The land involved in tho
than $200,000. Ninety cars stored in deal lies principally on the protxi;d
the building were destroyed. The fire extension of the Lexington & Eastern
was caused by the explosion of a
railroad, and is the richest land in
gasoline tank.
coal and timber in the mountains of
Eastern Kentucky. Saw mills will be
BANK
BE
NIGHT
STARTED
TO
opened at
SOON AT NEW ORLEANS. erected and coal mines
New Orleans, La., Jan. 31. The an once.
nouncement that a night bank would
be started soon by the City Bank &
Valentines, all kinds, from
Trust Co. of New Orleans was made
Ic
president
to $3.00. Don't fail to see
Sanders,
M.
by
J.
last night
of that Institution. Under the night them at the Racket Store.
tf
arrangement the bank will be open
continuously from 10 a. m. until midMany Prizes are Won.
night, two sets of clerks being emIn the big raffle at the cigar storo
ployed for the purpose.
of Rothenberg & Schloss yesterday,
the prizes were won as follows: Nava- BIG PURCHASE OF COAL
rug, J. B. Russell, of Dexter; smokJo
AND TIMBER LANDS.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 31. The Sou- ing set, E. A. Finnegan; Turkish
thern Timber, Land and Mineral Co., pipe, J. C. Hunt; Meerschaum pipe,
r;
of Nashville, which is headed by
J. M. Rose; brier pipe. Dr. J. W.
Benton McMUlen, of Tenn
brier pipe, Roy H. Mook.
ConM-nenta-

Kin-singe-

Floor Oil
75c Per Gallon
Hughes' Paints
Best Ever

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

